
Dead machines mouth of carious teeth that cannot 
Here one can neither stand nor lie nor sit 
There is not even kindness in the machines 
But au~omatic selfish existence without love 
There 1s not even awareness in the machines 
But dull lifeless eyes ignore and overlook 
From doors of crowded tenements 

And no hate 
If there were love 

If there were hate 
And also love 
And love 
A seed 
A leaven among the hate 
If there were the sound of love only 
Not the H-bomb 
And the missiles singing 
But the sound of love over hate 
Where the peace-dove sings in the 9live trees 
Love peace joy love peace joy 
But there is no love 

kiss 

. Imi:ation, as a pedagogical device, has been around a lon 
time. Milton learned his craft in part through it as d"d c· g 
b:f?re him. It is an ideal tool for pushing stude~ts toithe icero 
l~m1ts of their ability and beyond those limits with the aid of 
~ e great works of their heritage. It appeals to the vivacio 

umo: of Y?uth and to youth's imitative instincts. In advanc~~ 
s7ctions, it c~n be used as an introduction to the analysis of 
11~:rary techniques. And, though classical in oricrin it often 
ac ieves our elusive modern goals of creativity and p;rsonal 
expression. 

Poul Grawe is on assistant professor in the English Department of 
Winona State College. 
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Breaking Down Resistance to Writing: 
the Multi-Media Assignment for 

the Adult Student 

by RITA CAREY 
St. Mary's Junior College, Minneapolis 

Just what topic assigned will encompass the interest, exper
ience, the aspiration of this heterogeneous Freshmen Composition 
class? Perhaps half the class, ages 17-19--fresh from writing 
literary evaluations--could grind out pages on research topics. 
However, the remainder of the students are returning adults, Viet 
Nam veterans on the educational programs. A fraction of the 
adults are anywhere from five to twenty years away from class 
room writing assignments. Those years in between held work in 
industry, travel, marriage, children,--divorce. 

"You write best of your own experience." "But I can't think 
of anything to say." "Sit and write for an hour; I'd rather be 
shot." "The kids are always interrupting." "Try to write a 
class theme after fifteen years; it takes me twenty minutes to 
compose the first sentence." And so go the echoes throughout 
the class room of English Composition 103. 

Behind the brooding eyes of the returned G. I. must lie 
strong emotions and vital ideas waiting for expression. The 
teenage Freshmen have thoughts and asptrations to be sorted out 
and laid down on a sheet of paper. The ambitious mother could 
write of both comedy and human tragedy if but given the incentive. 

Try the multi media spark. Have set up in the class room or 
writing laboratory: an overhead projector, a slide projector, 
a record player, a tape recorder. The student is asked to note 
down his reactions to: 1. pictures (no title); 2. scenes of 
distant or near locale; 3. a song, a ballad--preferably of a 
little vintage so as to have memories or associations to record; 
4. readings of several poems either by the instructor or some 
familiar professional voice. Any media that lacked impact on 
the student were to be disregarded, and the writing time spent 
only on the meaningful experiences. Be prepared for an out
pouring of memories, some touched with the emotions of inter
vening years, some deep philosophical explorations--all with 
lively feeling--their best writing. This assignment breaks down 
that fear of seeing the idea spread out on the white sheet of 
paper. 
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Here are some of the results of the multi-media writing 
assignment: 

"The Bells"--a song. 
My thoughts swiftly moved in the direction 

of life. How auspicious is birth--the miracle of 
it all, from the union of two bodies in love to 
the beginning of independent breathing. Bells or 
joyous noises should be made for every babe that 
is born into this world for I believe that birth 
is beautiful--an experience that God, himself, 
devised. Birth and life is an entity within 
itself. 

Bells ringing, ringing, ringing--do they 
clank their clankers when the mind dies? I 
think not, oh, but the physical death--then? 

Yes, then if a great President, a Pope, ·has 
fallen prey to the Angel of Death the wagging 
tongues of the bells tell the world. But for us 
unadulterated folk, who die a thousand deaths in 
our short lives, no bells ring--or cannons roar, 
nor do guns salute. Death for us can come long 
before the statistics get the news. 

Slide of a country scene--to the Viet 
Nam veteran come pungent memories. 

"A soldier is trying to climb the mountain, 
trying to forget, to collect his thoughts, to 
re-live his youth. He's trying to forget his 
past--Asia, the war, Oriental prejudices, slant 
eyes. Now it is round eyes that fill his mind 
in this Victorian? West. Can he .forget those 
refugees? They are many, countless coming from 
nowhere, those children, crying, contemptuous. 

A picture--a paragraph response. 
"A flash of light ahead of me. A smal 1 square 

filled with color and the image. It's a red Span
ish tiled roof on a whitewashed house. Oklahoma 
City? No, somewhere in Arizona where its warm. 
I can feel the sun warming my face. All over the 
Southwest there are many such houses. In Mexico 
I saw a house made of beer cans and mud. Yes, that 
was at San Louis two weeks before I gave birth to 
my first son." 

A muddy road scene via the overhead. 
"We were bouncing along when all hell broke 

loose." Charlie decided to hit. We managed to 
get a break in the cloud cover so some air .. support 
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helped us. What I really did that day doesn't 
matter. We fought and "Charlie" fought. We 
took some casualities and inflicted some. There 
were lives I saved and those I couldn't save. 
How the final tally_carne out.I don't know; it 
was just another page in the ehapter called "Nam" 
in a book called Army written by Doc, the senior 
Battalion Medic. --

I thought I could never write down what 
happened to me there, but when I saw that road 
of red mud I was back on Highway One. Now I 
want to pu~ it down oh paper. 

Masterpieces of correct writing? No, there was much to be 
done in areas of organization, revision, etc., but the students 
had written fluently, joyously. The multi media assignment had 
banished that fear of the blank page. The student realized his 
bountiful storehouse of knowledge from which he could draw 
material for his themes. 

ENGLISH IS ALIVE AND WELL. 

and living in two unique language series which present the study 

of English os o vital necessity rather than a dead letter issue. 

Gino's VOICES IN LITERATURE, LANGUAGE., AND COMPOS!, 

TION, developed by Jay Cline and other leading educators for 

grades 9-12, encourages the reluctant, hard-to-mot i vote student 

to trust in his own creative powers. The lessons· replete with 

colorful sketches, photographs, cartoons, and even avant-gard 

abstracts . vividly reflect the attitudes, interests, and conflicts 

of modern society and its I iteroture. Through a series of multi

media materials in addition to the texts, the student chooses 

among O wide variety of aural, oral, and written activities. 

GINN ELEMENTARY ENGLISH for grades 1-6 (1970 copyright) 

similarly integrates oil ospects of the language orts. A rich pro

gram in oral expression is developed through conversation, story

telling, dramotizo_tion, choral speaking, and reporting. A listening 

program encourages active ond alert listening, while corefully 

designed exercises in written composition guide the child thrnugh 
varied stages of writing - from single sentences toshortstories, 

news pieces, concise messages, and short fottual reports. 

GINN and COMPANY A Xerox Company 
450 W. Algonquin Road, Arlington Heights,, Illinois 60005 
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